T he B y - m e sy stem
Installing the By-me system in residential setting means the
integrated management of all the functions that are normally
looked after in traditional installations by devices like switches,
dimmers, timers, video door entry systems etc. These devices
however cannot interact and therefore cannot be programmed
or managed from a single supervision point.

Home automation and burglar alarm systems
The system’s main feature consists in using a single BUS
for connecting all the system devices; in particular, a system
realized with By-me makes able through a single control unit,
the following solutions:
 management of the lightings (on/off and adjustment);
 rolling shutters control (up and down);
 management of the ambient temperature in different zones;
 management of the loads and energy consumptions;








management of the burglar alarm system;
centralisation and automation of the set functions (one
action or scenes);
management through the touch screen of the set functions;
remote management of the set functions;
management through the TV or PC-monitor via Microsoft
Media Center application.

Video door entry system
Thanks to the interoperability of the Vimar flush mounting
components on the Elvox Due Fili DigiBus and Sound
System, the By-me set-up enables management of all
video door entry system functions i.e.:
 audio communication between video door entry system
and external plate;
 electrically controlled door unlocking
and stairwell
lighting management;

Scenes.

or for surface mounting
in Plana Silver version.

Flush mounting control unit
in Eikon Next, with Classic cover
plate;

Security.
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automatic camera and switch control;
intercom facility (on Due Fili system only).

CCTV
The By-me system also means that video-surveillance
installations can be set connecting recessed and/or
external cameras and the possible use of multiplexers
connected to VCR systems; the main functions that are
managed are as follows:
 camera switching and display of differing areas on the
monitor;
 audio monitoring;
 compatible with the most commonly used multiplexers.
The range of solutions on offer is therefore very wide.

The control units that manage the system are available
in flush and surface mounting versions in three different
colours and also differ in the functions required of them.
This ensures the maximum versatility and flexibility
needed to meet widely varying installation requirements.
The following diagrams clearly show these control units
that once separated into either the flush and surface
mountring category are further classified along lines of
the differing functions available. These simple diagrams
enable you to quickly identify the most suitable unit to
meet your particular needs and are especially useful in
helping you select your By-me system.

Climate management.

Supervision and control.

Loads management.

Communication.
Through GSM dialler 01941 or
01942 via SMS.
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By-me diagrams with flush mounting control unit
Automation and burglar alarm

20550.N: rear side

+
20550.N:
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor, Next
in 8-module (4+4) flush mounting
box V71318

01960
module with automation and
burglar alarm functions

01960:
Control module

20511.N: Flush mounting touch-screen
scenes, climate, loads and burglar alarm
supervision and control, in 8-module (4+4)
flush mounting box V71318

Video door entry
20550.N: rear side
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01962 module
with DigiBus
video door entry
functions

01961 module
with Sound System
video door entry
functions

01963 module
with Due Fili
video door entry
functions

01961: video door
entry module

20550.N:
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor, Next
in 8-module (4+4) flush mounting
box V71318

Automation, burglar alarm and video door entry
Sound System

DigiBus
or

+
20550.N:
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor, Next
in 8-module (4+4) flush mounting
box V71318
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01961 module
with Sound System video
door entry functions

01960
module with automation
and burglar alarm functions

01961: video door
entry module

Due Fili
or

01962 module
with DigiBus
video door entry functions

01963 module
with Due Fili
video door entry
functions

20550.N: rear side

01960: control module

Automation

Scenes
Lighting, automations,
climate, loads: set in scenes

Climate
Different climate by means
of thermostats in the
system

Loads management
Socket outlet controlled
by loads management

01998.S
Interface for PC management/programming
PC with EasyTool software

Burglar alarm
Total or partial turn on/off
by keypad

IR detector
17 beams on 4 level
with optic antitamper

Contacts interface
For traditional burglar
alarm detectors and
technical alarms

Media Center®

Speakerphone
with door opening and stair
lights switching on functions

Video camera and light
vertical adjustment and 		
high-efficiency LED

Call button
with built-in microphone

Scenes
Lights, automations, climate,
loads: set in scenes

Climate
Different climate by means
of thermostats in the system

Loads management
Socket outlet controlled
by loads management

Burglar alarm

Communication with
GSM 01941, 01942

Video door
entry
Elvox outdoor plate

Automation

01998.S
Interface for PC management/programming
PC with EasyTool software

Burglar alarm

Burglar alarm
System activation with
transponder key

IR detector
17 beams on 4 level
with optic anti-tamper

Contacts interface
For traditional burglar
alarm detectors and
technical alarms

20511.N: Flush mounting
touch screen
for supervision and control

Media Center®

Video door
entry

Speakerphone
with door opening and
stair lights switching on
functions

Video camera and light
vertical adjustment and 		
high-efficiency LED

Call button
with built-in microphone

Elvox outdoor plate

Communication with
GSM 01941, 01942
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By-me diagrams with flush mounting control unit
CCTV

01964 CCTV interface
module
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CCTV

20550.N:
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor, Next
in 8-module (4+4) flush mounting
box V71318

20550.N: rear side

Automation, burglar alarm and CCTV
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01964
module with video door entry
function for CCTV

01960
module with automation
and burglar alarm functions

-

20550.N:
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor, Next
in 8-module (4+4) flush mounting
box V71318

+

+

01964 CCTV
interface module

4
0196

20550.N: rear side

01960: control module

Outdoor video camera

Video camera
vertical adjustment

Multiplexer

Video camera
Vertical and horizontal adjustment
and built-in microphone

Outdoor video camera

Automation

Scenes
Lights, automations,
climate, loads: set in
scenes

01998.S
Interface for PC management/programming
PC with EasyTool software

Loads management
Climate
Different climate by means of Socket outlet controlled
by loads management
thermostats in the system

Burglar alarm
20511.N: Flush mounting
touch screen
for supervision and control
Burglar alarm
Total or partial turn on/off
by keypad

IR detector
17 beams on 4 level
with optic antitamper

Contacts interface
For traditional burglar
alarm detectors and
technical alarms

Media Center®

CCTV

Video camera
Vertical and horizontal
adjustment and built-in
microphone

Video camera
Vertical and horizontal
adjustment and built-in
microphone

Communication with
GSM 01941, 01942
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By-me diagrams with surface mounting control unit
Automation and burglar alarm

01950.20
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor,
in 3-module flush mounting,
Silver
20511.N: Flush mounting touch-screen
scenes, climate loads and burglar alarm
supervision and control, in 8-module (4+4)
flush mounting box V71318

Video door entry
Sound System

DigiBus

or

Due Fili

or

01955.20
Video door entryphone with
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor for
Due Fili system, in 3-module
flush mounting box V71303, Silver

01954.20
Video door entryphone with
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor for
DigiBus system, in 3-module
flush mounting box V71303, Silver

01953.20
Video door entryphone with
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor for
Sound System, in 3-module
flush mounting box V71303, Silver

Automation, burglar alarm and video door entry

Sound System

DigiBus

or

01951.20
Control unit with
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor for
Sound System, in 3-module
flush mounting box V71303, Silver
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Due Fili

or

01952.20
Control unit with
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor for
DigiBus system, in 3-module
flush mounting box V71303, Silver

01956.20
Control unit with
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor for
Due Fili system, in 3-module
flush mounting box V71303, Silver

Automation

3-module touch-screen
Local lighting, rolling
shutters, climate and
scenes control

Climate
Different climate by
means of thermostats in
the system

Loads management
Socket outlet controlled
by loads management

01998.S
Interface for PC management/programming
PC with EasyTool software

Burglar alarm
System activation with
transponder key

IR detector
17 beams on 4 level
with optic anti-tamper

Contacts interface
For traditional burglar
alarm detectors and
technical alarms

Media Center®

Speakerphone
with door opening and stair
lights switching on functions

Video camera and light
vertical adjustment and 		
high-efficiency LED

Call button
with built-in microphone

Scenes
Lights, automations,
climate, loads: set in scenes

Climate
Different climate by means
of thermostats in the
system

Loads management
Socket outlet controlled
by loads management

Burglar alarm

Communication with
GSM 01941, 01942

Video door
entry

Elvox outdoor plate

Automation

01998.S
Interface for PC management/programming
PC with EasyTool software

Burglar alarm
20511.N: Flush mounting
touch screen
for supervision and control
Burglar alarm
Totally or partially activation/
deactivation through keypad

IR detector
17 beams on 4 level
with optic antitamper

Loads management
Socket outlet controlled
by loads management
Media Center®

Video door
entry
Speakerphone
with door opening and stair
lights switching on functions

Video camera and light
vertical adjustment and 		
high-efficiency LED

Call button
with built-in microphone

Elvox outdoor plate

Communication with
GSM 01941, 01942
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By-me diagrams with surface mounting control unit
CCTV

CCTV

01957.20
LCD 3,5’’ color monitor, for
CCTV system in 3-module flush
mounting box V71303, Silver

Automation, burglar alarm and CCTV

01958.20
Control unit with LCD 3,5’’ color
monitor, for CCTV system in
3-module flush mounting box
V71303, Silver
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Outdoor video camera

Video camera
vertical adjustment

Multiplexer

Video camera
Vertical and horizontal adjustment
and built-in microphone

Outdoor video camera

Automation

3-module touch-screen
Local lighting, rolling
shutters, climate and
scenes control

Climate
Different climate by means
of thermostats in the
system

Loads management
Socket outlet controlled
by loads management

Burglar alarm

01998.S
Interface for PC management/programming
PC with EasyTool software

20511.N: Flush mounting
touch screen
for supervision and control
Burglar alarm
System activation with
transponder key

IR detector
17 beams on 4 level
with optic anti-tamper

Contacts interface
For traditional burglar
alarm detectors and
technical alarms

Media Center®

CCTV

Video camera
Vertical and horizontal
adjustment and built-in
microphone

Video camera
Vertical and horizontal
adjustment and built-in
microphone

Communication with
GSM 01941, 01942
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Automation and burglar alarm
General features
Main functions
Flexibility, understood as the possibility of being able to program
and reprogram functions and checks as preferred, is the main
characteristic of By-me. Thanks to the BUS with twisted pair,
already used in the BUS burglar alarm system and access control
system too, the device are connected ‘logically’. Each By-me
component, even the ones that perform simpler functions, such
as a push button for instance, is able to receive and transmit
signals and coded controls over the BUS cable. The information
introduced in this way travels on the BUS and is connected only
by the designated appliances. The single controlling, signalling
and actuating devices can be connected at any point of the
BUS, with no particular logic; the control unit, programmed with
a simple self-guided menu, will define the functions and logical
connections. Changing the configuration through the control unit
changes the correlations and operating conditions of the system
without affecting the wiring. This is a fundamental opportunity, not
only in the residential sector, but also in the commercial sector,
where it is increasingly necessary to change the intended use
or division of the operational room (open space offices, movable
walls). Configuration is totally simplified, everything takes place
through the control unit, following a self-guided menu, with no
computer, no installation program or configurer. The system’s
Functional group (switch/actuator)

BUS

Switch
Comando

The burglar alarm system permits creating a system comprising
up to 60 devices that can be devided into 30 separate zones and,
via contact and radiofrequency interfaces, manages technical
alarms or integrates traditional sensors installed in all those
locations where preparation has not been possible. 		
The system is switched on/off/partialized via transponder keys
and is powered via one or two power supplies and one or two
back-up units (the system card is used to determine the number
according to the required operating time); as for the automation
system, custom settings are possible also for the burglar alarm
system according to the characteristics of the rooms, manners
of use and parameters of the various appliances.

Attuatore
Actuator

Light
Luce

230 V~

L
N

Several functional groups (switches/actuators)

BUS

Actuator
Attuatore
Switches
Comandi

Lights
Luci

230 V~
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versatility is therefore total. At any time we are able to ‘reprogram’
the use of the components to respond in the best way to the
user needs of each room. The system configuration includes
creating groups of devices that share a function, for example
a relay actuator and the related switch (see figures below).
The system allows creating scenes (max 32), the activation of
which calls up some pre-set conditions (lights on/off/adjustment,
rolling shutters up/down, burglar alarm on/off, climate control
on/off, etc.) whose simultaneous activation can give rise to a
particular setting or respond to a certain condition. For example,
if the ‘evening’ scene has been created, when activated, with
a single switch, it is possible to close all the rolling shutters,
switch off the outside lights, activate the perimeter burglar alarm
system, switch on the bedside lamp with a dimmer, etc.
In addition, it is possible to create customized programs (16
different programs), in order to set functions at a certain time
or in certain conditions. For example, it is possible to set a
program that at a certain time turn on the irrigation or the outside
lightings. At a certain time it is moreover possible to plan a
number of actions, for example, in the morning, at the time we
plan on getting up, the dimmer light switches on, the sound
system turns on, the rolling shutters up and the towel warmer
in the bathroom and the burglar alarm system turn off. Custom
settings are possible according to the characteristics of the
rooms and manners of using the devices ( for instance, changing
the names of groups, scenes, parameters, programs etc.)

L
N

Control unit
System composition
To manage a By-me automation and burglar alarm system it is
possible to use the following range of control units:

Flush or surface mounting control unit with LCD
monitor
It is the brain of the system and is able to control lights, rolling
shutters, temperature, scenes, automation (can be switched on
at set times and/or when certain conditions occur), loads, burglar alarm system, etc.; all the menus are displayed on the LCD
monitor via very friendly graphic user interfaces that are simple
to use in the phases of both management and configuration.
A set of optional passwords enables differentiating access
to the functions by users; the last 80 events occurring to the
Control module hooking

20550
Color monitor

Color monitor 20550 with 01960 automation and 01961
video door entry modules

01960
Control module

system (on/off, alarms and devices generating them, etc.) are
stored and displayed showing the date and time when they
occurred. The flush mounting control unit is composed of a
LCD 3,5” color monitor (arts. 20550 - 14550) to which must
be connected the control module (art. 01960) connecting to
the terminal block.
The LCD monitor is equipped of another terminal block to
which can be hooked another module in order to use the
monitor also for the video door entry system (Elvox Due Fili,
Sound Sytem or DigiBus systems) or for CCTV; then the
device will manage all functions of home automation, video
door entry system or CCTV.
The main features of the video door entry or CCTV modules
are described on page 434.

Control unit with video door entry function, for surface
mounting

If it is not possible to use the flush mounting monitor (no
fitting, special reconstruction, etc.) there are five different
types of surface mounting products that have the same
modes of operating, configuration, use and wiring as the
flush mountig control units.
These devices, equipped with front and side buttons, do
not use additional modules like the latter because every
combination matches specific surface mounting device.
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Automation and burglar alarm
Control unit
8-module flush mounting control unit

Surface mounting control unit

A

B

C

D

E F L

G H I
M

Buttons A, B, C, D: Home automation menu for daily system management
by the user
Buttons E, F, L, G, H, I: Home automation menu in the phase of configuration, scrolling through lists, etc.
M: Signalling LED
N: Microphone
O: Speaker

Buttons A, B, C, D: Home automation menu for daily system management
by the user
Buttons E, F, L, G, H, I, P, Q, R, S: Home automation menu in the phase of
configuration, scrolling through lists, etc.
M: Signalling LED
N: Microphone
O: Speaker

The flush and the surface mounting control units use the
BUS as the means of communication. Each line can be
composed of up to 128 devices (switch, signalling, actuator)
and needs one or two power supplies depending on the
number of devices and the maximum length of the BUS
cable (1000 m).
Several lines can communicate with each other via line
couplers, to share a general command, for example; the
maximum number of lines that can communicate each other
is 240, divided in 15 areas plus one line dedicated to the
burglar alarm system. See “Possible connections” diagram.

The control unit, if the burglar alarm system is used as
well, must be installed on line 00; otherwise, it can be
installed on any one of the 240 lines available. The system
configuration includes creating groups of devices that share
a function, for example, a relay actuator and the related
switch; approximately 480 groups can be configured (of
which 400 automation groups, 40 temperature zones, etc.).
The burglar alarm system permits creating a system of up
to 60 devices.

Main screens of the control unit
The control unit’s main screen displays the icons relating to the
main menus:
• Air conditioning;
• Scenes;
• Events.
Selecting “Others” enter to another screen that displays these
three menus:

• Loads;
• Video door entry;
• Burglar alarm control unit (SAI).
Through these menus can enter to other submenus for
configuration, management, diagnostic and the current use of
the system.

Others

Main menu - Screen 1
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Main menu - Screen 2
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Example of automation and burglar alarm connection

BUS

Dualtechnology
IR detector

Contacts
interface

Supply unit

Key pad

Inner siren

Radio
interface
Control
unit

BUS + -

V + V-

IR detector

Back-up
unit

CENTR + -

Cordoperated
contact

Magnetic
contact

Magnetic
contact

Line
coupler

Touch
screen

Batteries + holder unit

BUS 1
+-

BUS 2
+-

BUS + -

Supply unit

AUX + -

Actuator

Thermostat
Touch screen

EV

L
N

Load
management

Actuator

M

Climate
control

230 V~

Light and rolling
shutters controls

Light 2
Light 1

Rolling
shutters

Bpresa
socket
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Automation and burglar alarm
Control unit
The 2-module control unit is able with the 4 front buttons and
self-guided menus shown on an interactive display to manage
all the functions, load control, settings, configuration and
diagnostics.
Every control unit integrates a timer-thermostat that manages
a temperature zone and an optional password that enables
inhibiting access to the functions by unauthorised users. They
are used in all installation situations in which the LCD monitor
or an integration with the door entry system is not required;
via the line coupler can be connected with the corresponding
2-module burglar alarm control unit to create an integrated
system.
Each line can be composed of up to 128 devices (switch,
signalling, actuator) and needs one control unit and one or two
power supplies depending on the number of devices (1 to 64, 2
to 128) and the length of the BUS (max 1000 m). Several lines
can communicate with each other via line couplers, to share a
general command for example. The maximum number of lines
that can communicate each other is 48, divided into 3 areas
plus one dedicated to the burglar alarm system (with 2-module
control unit). The 2-module control unit is not able to manage
the touch screen.

2-module control unit diagram
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2-module control unit for Eikon, Idea and Plana

s

60

1

Control unit (art 20510, 16950 and 14510)

AL Line coupler (art 01845)

1

Burglar alarm control unit

Eikon Next 2-module control unit

Example of automation function
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Supply unit

Automation
control unit

Rolling shutters and
lightings controls

Actuator

Lighting control

Actuator

Load control

Actuator

M M
230 V~
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Lighting 1

L rolling R rolling
shutter shutter

EV
Lighting 2 Lighting 3

Climate
control

Bpresa
outlets

Control unit
2-module flush mounting control unit for burglar
alarm system, for Eikon, Idea and Plana

With the 4 front buttons and self-guided menus shown on
an interactive display manages the burglar alarm system. It
provides all the information on the system and the appliances
located in each zone; the programming, configuration, control
and diagnostics are performed via the control unit.
An optional password enables inhibiting access to the
functions by unauthorised users; the last 50 events occurring
to the system (on/off, alarms and devices generating them,
etc.) are stored and displayed showing the date and time
when they occurred.

Connectable devices

As regards the number of effectively ‘connectable’ devices,
refer to the system card that determines the number
according to the required operating time.
The CEI 79-2 Standard, for burglar alarm system, requires a
minimum operating time of 24 h in case of mains failure.

Eikon 2-module burglar alarm control unit

In this case the back-up unit 01804 can supply a current of
60 mA for 24 h:
 if the value in ‘Total absorption’ of the data sheet is greater
than 60 mA, it is necessary to add an auxiliary battery holder
unit 01803…;
 if the value in ‘Total absorption’ of the data sheet is greater
than 120 mA, it is necessary to add a second back-up unit
01804….
To ensure an operating time of 24 h, the absorption of the
system have not to exceed 240 mA. The total number of the
device has to be less than or equal to 60.
WARNING!
The maximum number of installable back-up units and the
maximum number of auxiliary battery holder units is 2 in
both instances. The distance between the back-up unit must
be gretaer than 40 m. The power supply also provides the
charging current for the batteries that are located in the backup unit and in the outdoor siren.

Example with 2-module burglar alarm control unit

BUS

Supply unit

230 V~

Back-up unit

L
N

Burglar alarm
control unit

Keypad

IR detector

Contacts
interface

Magnetic
contact

Double
technology
detector

Outdoor
siren

Electromechanical
contact
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Devices
Push button switches

The push button switches in the By-me system are basically
divided into two categories:
• devices with two or three simple push buttons, suited for stepby-step light control, activating scenes, etc.
• devices with two or three rocker push buttons, suited to control
adjustable lights, rolling shutters and scenes.
The above devices permit controlling functions with a logical
connection with actuators connected to the services; except
for scenes, each device should be connected logically to an
actuator that must be chosen according to the function to
control.
Depending on this, these two categories are also divided into
following types:
• switch with two or three simple push buttons;
• switch with two or three simple push buttons with actuator;
• switch with two or three rocker push buttons;
• switch with two or three rocker push buttons with actuator;
•		switch with two or three rocker push buttons with actuator for
rolling shutters;
• switch with two or three rocker push buttons with actuator for
MASTER dimmer;
• switch with two or three rocker push buttons with actuator for
SLAVE dimmer.
The diversification of the type of the switch to use leaves the
installer the greatest freedom for the configuration placing,
for example, the actuator to activate a switched socket outlet
directly on the push button.
To clarify this concept it may be useful to illustrate some basic
specifications, important not only to comprehend the system’s
potential, but also to correctly choose the number and type
of switches (thereby optimizing the work of the designer and
installer).
• Functional block: part of a switch that can be considered as
an independent device. For example:
1. Device with one functional block: the functional block is the
switch, for example actuator with 16 A 250 V~ change-over
relay output (Eikon 20535, Idea 16975, Plana 14535).
2. Device with two functional blocks: in the interface for traditional
switches (Eikon 20515, Idea 16955; Plana 14515) both inputs
are functional blocks.
3. Device with three functional blocks: in device with two push
buttons and actuator (Eikon 20526, Idea 16966, Plana 14526)
there are three functional blocks: left-hand rocker push
button, right-hand rocker push button and actuator that, from
the point of view of configuration and use, are three separated
devices.
4. Device with four functional blocks: in the device with three
rocker push buttons and actuator (Eikon 20547, Idea 16987,
Plana 14547) there are four functional blocks: left-, central,
right-hand rocker push button and actuator that, from the
point of view of configuration and use, are four separated
devices.
Note.
The difference between rocker and simple push button: a rocker
push button can be pressed both above and beneath, a simple
push button can only be pressed beneath.

Durign the phase of installation, each functional block of
any switch must be considered as an independent device.
At the design stage, then, it is necessary to plan the functions
to create and only afterwards
prepare a list of the devices
they must activate.
The figure shows a functional block
with three simple push buttons
and actuator (Eikon 20545, Idea
16985, Plana 14545).

Relay
Left-hand Central Right
actuator
button button button

During installation, for example, the actuator could be used to
control load A with the push button of another appliance, the
left-hand button to control load B through a first actuator, the
central button to control load C through a second actuator and
the right-hand button to control load D through a third actuator.

Device with three simple push buttons and
actuator (Eikon 20545, Idea 16985, Plana 14545).

Actuator

Front side

Rear side

Load B

Actuator
Load C

Actuator
Load D

Push button
Load A

There are no constraints on the functional blocks of a physical
device.
All the push buttons have a
configuration button at the
front and at the back there is
always the BUS connection
terminals and, depending on
the type, there are the terminals for connecting the load.
Configuration button
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Devices
• Functional group (or Group): set of functional blokcs
connected together that provides a function in the system (for
example: three different buttons controlling a single actuator
and, as a result, the same load).

Switch with two
rocker push
buttons

The devices forming a functional group are connected together
logically and not according to conventional wiring.

Relay output
actuator.

Eikon 20521
Idea 16961
Plana 14521

Eikon 20535
Idea 16975
Plana 14535
BUS line

The groups must comprise only homogenous functional
blocks: in a group, it is not possible the presence of an
actuator for rolling shutters and an actuator to control the
switch on of a lamp.

Eikon 20521
Idea 16961
Plana 14521

Eikon 20521
Idea 16961
Plana 14521

To control the switch on of a load from a several points, it is
necessary to add to the group another functional block without
changing the wiring.

Eikon 20541
Idea 16981
Plana 14541

Eikon 20535
Idea 16975
Plana 14535

BUS line

• Group depth: number of groups to which a functional block can belong. Each functional block can belong to at most 4 different
groups.
Group 1

Group 2

Eikon 20527
Idea 16967
Plana 14527

Device 1: Functional block left button
+ device 1 actuator

Group 3

Eikon 20547
Idea 16987
Plana 14547

Device 2: Functional block left button +
device 21 actuator

Eikon 20521
Idea 16961
Plana 14521

Device 3: Switch functional block + device 1
and 2 actuator functional block 1 e 2.

The actuators have group depth 2, because they both belong to two groups.
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Automation and burglar alarm
Devices
In order to realize a By-me home automation and burglar alarm
system, these components are used:
Devices, which may or may not have the built-in actuator, and
be programmed from the control unit as follows:
• as rocker push buttons: ON-OFF; dimmers; rolling shutters;
scenes activation;
• as simple push buttons: status reversal (step-by-step); only
ON; only OFF; scene activation; push button;
These buttons can be customized with symbols, words in order
to identify the function.
The signalling LED can be always on, always off, on with load
ON and on with load OFF. The device are available with two or
three push buttons (sized 2 or 3 modules) in order to set the
load to control and satisfy all the user needs.
Relay actuators, for flush mounting or for EN 50022 rail
installation.
Thermostats in the version for heating and air-conditioning
system and in the version for fan-coil adjusting (3 speeds).
Dimmers for 230 V incandescent lamps and low-voltage
spotlights (via dedicated transformers) or for electronic ballast
for fluorescent lamps (0-10 V).
System complements for automation: infrared receiver and
remote control, interface for traditional controls sized 1 or 2
modules, loads control, GSM phone dialler, communication
interface for dialler, supply unit, line coupler.
Presence detector, for flush and surface mounting, with 17
beams on 4 levels (Vimar patent), or double technology.

turn the system on/off totally or partially.
Transponder and smart card reader that, connected to
the devices of the burglar alarm system, permits creating the
access control function.
System complements for burglar alarm system: outdoor
siren on BUS (self-powered), 3-module flush mounting indoor
siren, PSTN phone dialler for surface mounting or GSM for
EN 50022 rail installation (GSM phone dialler permits By-me
managing remotely), supply unit, contacts and detectors for
conventional lines and orientable support for IR detectors.
All the devices in the burglar alarm system are protected against
attempted tampering, including disconnection and shortcircuit of the connection line. Eikon, Idea and Plana devices are
equipped with an infrared optical antitamper device: each device
protects itself by emitting an infrared ray at the back that alerts the
system to the slightest attempt at tampering. This type of solution,
patented by Vimar, requires no additional mechanical devices, it
eliminates the risk of false alarms and simplifies and reduces the
work of installation.
Touch-screen devices are an important innovation, enabling the
user to control and command the system by touching the icons
associated with the implemented functions (groups, scenes, etc.).
Two different types of device are available:
 touch-screen with 8 modules with colour display, available in
the Eikon and Plana series, allowing the control and command
of the whole By-me automation and burglar alarm system;
Optic-antitamper (Plana series presence detector)

Digital keypad that, entering a code, activates/deactivates the
system following the configurations set in the control unit.
Transponder activator, that, suitable configured, are used to
turn the system on/off/partially or totally.
Transponder key and card, that ensure absolute reliability and
safety when turning the system on and off or partially.
Back-up and auxiliary battery holder units for flush mounting,
that house the batteries (not supplied) that in the event of a
mains failure supply the system for time prescribed by the
Standards, for EN 50022 rail installation, can be installed in the
consumer units by means of the battery holder frame.
Contacts interface, which permits connecting detectors to
the BUS system such as magnetic contacts for doors and
windows, cord-operated contacts to protect rolling shutters,
impact contacts to protect doors and windows and, in addition,
they can be used to generate technical alarms.
Relay actuator, sized 1 or 2 modules, permits repeating
the alarm status to other devices (phone dialler, etc.).
Radiofrequency interface, permits integrating the BUS system
with devices via radio powered by alkaline batteries such as
presence detectors, magnetic contacts and detectors for
technical alarms (water, smoke, abnormal temperature); with
the radiofrequency remote control it is moreover possible to
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Connections

Note:
BUS line

Devices
touch-screen with 3 modules with monochrome display,
available in the Eikon, Idea and Plana series, allowing local
control and command, that is of a single environment, of the
By-me automation system.
The touch-screen devices can be installed only in systems made
with recess mounted 8-module control panels (art. 20550 +
01960 or 14550 + 01960) or with wall-mounted control panels
(art. 01950, 01951, 01952, 01956 and 01958).


IMPORTANT: The touch-screen devices do not replace the
control unit; they carry out commands on the system which
however is always configured through the control unit by
means of which the touch-screen devices themselves
are also configured. Instead the icons and screens of
the touch-screen devices are programmed with EasyTool
software.
Lastly there are interfaces which allow interaction between
the By-me system, realised with the control panels with LCD
monitors, and the applications:
 EasyTool, for data management operations (system database,
firmware, etc.) of the control panels and for the configuration
of the touch-screen devices;
 Application for managing the By-me system with Microsoft
Media Center®, for the complete management of the
By-me system through the television set or the monitor of a
dedicated PC.
The details of these software applications and the functions related
to them are illustrated in the special section on page 426.

By its nature a By-me system can be extended over time.
An initial installation can indeed be easily expanded with new
components (controls, actuators, complements); for them to
work it will be enough to make the BUS connection and do the
programming from the control unit, without having to rewire the
existing circuit or remove components that have already been
installed.

By-me automation configuration
This operation creates the functional groups and their modes
of operating. It is carried out via the control unit using the
self-guided menu and the configuration buttons on the
devices. Notice that after the groups have been created,
the control unit no longer has any part to play in the way
they operate. The devices and related functional groups are
‘connected logically’ to each other and do not require any
intervention by the control unit.

By-me burglar alarm configuration
This is the operation by which zones are created (up to 30)
within which the devices and their operating modes are
configured. In this case, too, the operation is performed
with the control unit via the self-guided menu and the
configuration buttons on the appliances.

The screens show the configuration of the functional groups.

Setup

Main menu

Select

Setup menu

Select

Groups management menu

Configuration menu

Select

Groups creating menu

Groups configuration menu
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Automation and burglar alarm
Devices
Applications
The By-me system allows the management of many functions,
both independently and combined with one another; in fact, as
well as lights and shutters, it is possible to manage:



Scenes: that ‘call up’ a desired condition by touching a single
switch; the scene creation is very simple in the control unit:

Scenes

Main menu

Setup

Scenes control menu

Scenes setup menu

Select

Scenes management menu



Select

Scenes type menu

Events: these programs enable activation/deactivation
of groups and/or scenes when a certain condition

Scene creating menu

occurs and/or a pre-set time has been programmed;
in this case the configuration is very simple:

Events

Main menu

Setup

Events programming menu

Name

Program management setup
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Programs management menu

Modify

Program type menu

Program management

Devices


Thermoregulation: By-me is born with the possibility of
managing temperature in advanced manner since the control
unit with LCD monitor (flush or surface mounting) permits
managing up to 40 temperature zones by installing the same
number of thermostats that, thanks to the control unit, operate
in timer-thermostat mode (automatic, manual, programme, etc.).
Temperature control is perfectly integrated with the other Byme functions, so climate control (heating, air-conditioning and
fan-coil speed adjustment) can be associated with scenes,
logic functions and environmental situations. For example,

if the ‘going out scenes’ has been created, when activated,
with a single control, the burglar alarm is turned on, the lights
switched off, the roller blinds closed and the temperature setting
lowered (nighttime reduction). The 2-module control unit for flush
mounting has an integrated timer-thermostat able to adjust the
temperature of one zone and control another three zones, with
the installation of three thermostats. Additional thermostats can
be added to the system and their positioning will be independent
from the control unit. The following figures show the LCD monitor
screen to set temprature control:

Climate

Climate setup menu

Thermostat menu

Main menu



Select

Loads control: By-me features a load control device with
automatic or manual reset priority: 8 loads can be managed.
Thanks to this component it is possible to prevent the
MCB ahead of the system from disconnecting due to
overloading and ensure that the appliances defined as the

most important are never disconnected from the mains voltage.
There are disconnection priorities that, in case of overloading
and before MCB trips, permit gradually disconnecting
loads (household appliances) that are set as less important.

Loads

Loads control setup menu

Loads control menu

Main menu



Setup

Burglar alarm: all the operations of programming, configuration
and diagnostics are performed via the control unit. By using
the phone dialler connection, the burglar alarm system can
transmit messages notifying about occured alarms.
An important characteristic of the system is the ‘partialisation’
menu, that enables creating area groups in the system,

which can be activated and deactivated, so the user can
partially activate/deactivate the system also for different
areas. The system is easy controlled through: digital keypads,
transponder key and card, smart card radiofrequency remote
control (via radiofrequency interface). These are the menus:

SAI
control unit

Main menu

Setup

SAI (burglar alarm) menu

SAI setup menu
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Devices
Remote control
Technical alarms: by contacts interface, these devices are
available:
Gas detectors (LPG and methane gas): able to detect an
excessive amount of gas in the room, warning it with acoustic and
optical signalling and controlling on the solenoid valve downstream
from the meter to cut off the flow of gas.
Carbon monoxide detectors: warn in case of danger with
acoustic and optical signalling; in addition, it is able to control
a solenoid valve that shuts off the delivery of gas or switches
off the boiler.
Smoke detectors: able to detect smoke presence by warning
it with acoustic and optical signalling.
These problems can also be signalled by phone dialler, to a mobile phone or a landline, notifying for which of
them the system has turned on and generated the alarm.


With an ordinary phone or mobile phone it is possible to
connect to the By-me system via the GSM phone dialler
(01941 and 01942).
It is possible to control and check the status of the devices
and interact with them to change their parameters and the
programming and to perform diagnostics operations.
By remote control it will then possible to activate scenes, pre-set
automation programs or to control and/or set the temperature
in the rooms.
In addition, the system will notify about critical situations it has
detected, such as alarm system activation, technical alarm
signals and mains power failure. Unlike 01941, the phone dialler
01942 has not need of 01848 to connect to the BUS line.

20486

01804.14

20483
01806

SMS and/or vocal
synthesis communication

20550 + 01960

01845

01942
01801

01851

EV
Light 2

L
N

230 V~

Tempetaure Light 1
control

20547+20532.21+20531.20

M
Rolling
shutter 1

20547+20532.21+20531.20 20514

01801

M
Rolling
shutter 2

Special maintenance work
The flush and surface mounting control unit with LCD monitor
enables the possibility of downloading onto the PC, through
the Easytool software, the database of system information. The
database wich must be saved on completing configuration,
is used to configure a new control unit in the event of
breakdown. If replacing the 2-module automation control
unit, it needs no reprogramming since, after connecting it, the

Setup

Main menu
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previously programmed circuit components will communicate
their function and group to the new control unit. Both types of
control unit (with LCD monitor or 2-module), in case of replacing
components (for example a switch or a relay actuator), will
send the previosuly assigned programming. Only the operating
parameters must be added to the new component.

Select

Setup menu

Diagnostics menu

Devices
Installation topology of a line
In the By-me system the devices can be connected without
any particular order on the same line. The cable for Vimar
BUS system art. 01840 (2x0,5 mm2) is insulated for a rated
working voltage of 300/500 V and therefore can be laid in
the same ducts as the mains cables; in the case of a new
construction it is advised to have a separate duct for the BUS
cable.
It is necessary to plan the system with a consumer units with
at least 36 modules and mounting boxes sized 3 or 4 modules (V71303 and/or V71304).

The requirements to consider when planning a system are:
 Maximum distance between 1 power supply and the last
device: 350 m;
 Maximum distance between two devices: 700 m;
 Maximum length of the BUS cable of a line: 1000 m;
 Minimum distance between two power supplies on the same
line: 40 m.

Topology of a line

LINEAR
SUPPLY UNIT

SUPPLY UNIT

STAR
SUPPLY UNIT

MIXED

SUPPLY UNIT

BUS cable connection

BUS supply

The insulation of the cores,
according to Standard CEI 20-20/2,
ensure the elctrical insulation from
the 230 V~ main supply

Terminals for load connection
( only for device with actuator)
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Devices
The Eikon, Idea and Plana devices are available with: two or
three simple push buttons and two or three rocker push buttons.
The simple push button is suited for step-by-step control of
lights, activating scenes, etc. The rocker one is suited to control
adjustable lights, rolling shutters and scenes. Both types of devices
should be completed with interchangeable buttons, depending on
the function association:
Switch with 2 push buttons:
 1-module interchangeable button in case of association of 2
functions (two particular functions);
 2-module interchangeable button in case of association of a
single function.
Switch with 3 push buttons:
 1-module interchangeable button in case of association of 3
functions (three particular functions);



1- or 2-module interchangeable buttons in case of association
of a double function (double push button and single push
button for two particular functions).

It is available a wide range of interchangeable buttons (see page
480), depending on the function; for Eikon, Idea and Plana series,
1 or 2 modules, with name-plates or with/without symbols or
to customize. From the point of view of styling, integration
in existing systems is total. The only basic difference to take
into account when planning and constructing a system lies in
the choice of the type of switch to use, in order to determine
the number of the 3- or 4-module mounting boxes to install.

Eikon: example of simple and rocker push buttons
3 simple push
buttons switch
2-module
button,
with ON/OFF
symbols

2-module
button,
without
symbol

1-module
button,
without
symbol

1-module
button,
with
directional
arrows

Eikon Round
cover plate

3 rocker push
buttons switch

1-module buttons,
regulation,
directional arrows
and ON-OFF
symbols

3-module
frame

Eikon Classic
cover plate

Video door entry system
The By-me system permits making video door entry system
thanks to interoperability between Vimar devices and Elvox Due
Fili, Sound System and DigiBus video door entry systems.
Thanks to available range of control units, it will moreover be
possible to integrate the video door entry system with automation
and burglar alarm system to obtain an integrated system that is
controlled through a single control unit. To realize video door
entry system, that are independent or integrated with the home
automation system, it is necessary to use the monitor 20550
equipped with the specific modules (seven different types) or the
surface mounting control units (seven different types). The By-me
system therefore offers seven different combinations that can be
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used for every special installation requirement; surface mounting
video door entryphone or control unit while, if you choose to
use the flush mounting monitor only as a video door entry or
home automation control unit, it will be possible, at later time,
to integrate the missing module (respectively 01960 or 01961
or 01962 or 01963) thereby creating integrated control of the
two systems. This is a fundamental advantage in the case of
restructuring or expanding a system that had already been
designed for integrating the video door entry system with the
home automation system and vice versa. Due Fili system use
a single BUS cable (with 2 wires) for the connection between
video door entryphone (flush or surface mounting) and the

Devices
other devices. This type of technology means that a simple,
flexible architecture can be used to create even very complex
installations as neither coaxial nor return cables are needed
between appliances and video door entry units. In Sound
System, the connection between the monitor (flush or surface
mounting) and the system’s devices is made by using the “8 wires
+ 1” towards the pillar; the number of wires to cable will then
depend on the number of indoor stations you want to call from
the outdoor station (each indoor station needs a call wire). As
regards the DigiBus system, the wiring has “8 wires”; compared to
the Sound System call return is therefore not necessary for each
indoor station and this is important in systems where the indoor
stations are many (for example in large building complexes), there
is considerable simplification of the wiring operations, because
the number of cable is always the same regardless of the indoor
stations to install.

System architecture
To realize a system with Due Fili, Sound System and DigiBus
these components are used:
Flush mounting monitor 20550 or 14550 with 01961 or
01962 or 01963 units or surface mounting monitor 01953
or 01954 or 01955 able to have images and sound interact
for viewing and communicating with the person at the outdoor
stantion. Equipped with input/output terminals, that enable
the communication with all the other appliances of the system
(supply unit, etc.).
 Speakerphones
for flush mounting, that enables
communication with the outdoor station (Elvox plate or call
button).
• Call buttons, for landing, for flush mounting, that enables the
calling and communication to the indoor station (flush mounting
monitor or surface mounting entryphone or speakerphone).
 Video cameras for flush mounting, available with 1 or 2
modules (shared with the three systems), that enable filming
the subject that will then be displayed on the flush or surface
mounting monitor.
 Light for indoor (shared with the three systems) that, installed
with the videocameras, enables lighting the subject to film so that
the image displayed on the flush or surface mounting monitor is
clear and sharp.
 Supply units, which manage the audio and video communication between the indoor and outdoor stations and in the Sound
System and DigiBus systems, integrate the lock mechanism,
call generators and the necessary supply units towards both
the pillar and the outdoor stations. The supply units can be
used for installing the system are all those in the Elvox range
(for further information see Elvox technical literature).
 Switches, which manage the audio-video signal exchange from
one outdoor station to another one; the devices can be used are
all those in the Elvox range (for further information see Elvox technical literature).
 Distributors, enable duplicating video signal in order to be
received from many monitors. The devices can be used are all
those in the Elvox range (for further information see Elvox technical
literature).
 Plates, as audio-video devices that identify the subject
requesting access to the dwelling; Elvox range offers various
types of plates. In Due Fili and DigiBus system, the outdoor
plate is absolutely necessary for the operating of the
system; all the programmation parameters (call time, bell type,
electric lock opening, indoor station identification, etc.) are set
and memorized in the plate.


8-module flush mounting video door entri control unit
Hooking of the module
20550
Color monitor

01961 or 01962 or 01963
Elvox Due Fili, Sound
System or DigiBus
video door entry modules

Speakerphone module called “rocker”, necessary for Sound
System.
 Speakerphone and videoentryphone for surface mounting,
Elvox Due Fili, Sound System and DigiBus, used with Vimar
appliances in all installations where it is not possible to use
flush mounting devices.


Note.
For further information about Elvox devices, please refer to the
dedicated technical literature.
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Video door entry
General features
Functions and applications
The main functions can be accomplished thanks to the Due Fili,
Sound System and DigiBus systems, are the following:
Call answering. When a call is made from an outdoor station
(outdoor plate or call button from landing), the video door entry
unit emits an audible warning and the LCD monitor lights up to
display the person calling. The audio communication is made
by keeping the speakerphone button of the video door entry
unit pressed throughout the conversation.
 Self-start. This function is used to activate audio/video
communication on the outdoor station without a call being
received; this function is useful, for example, to check the area
outside the dwelling.
 Confidential
conversation. This function is used to
communicate with the outdoor station when a call is arrived
or in self-start mode. It is not possible to listen to other
communications in progress or activate the self-start while
conversation is in progress.
 “Open door” signal. This function is used to display a LED
signal on the video door entry, indicating that the door or gate
is open.
 Lock control. This function can activate the relay for lock
opening of the gate/door, in order to permit the access in
dwelling.
 Stairs light control. This function make it possible the
activation of the relay connected to a or more lights to switch
on.
 Auxiliary function. This function can activate external devices
or services such as, for instance, courtesy lights, automation,
etc.; to use it a relay must be installed.
 Outdoor call. Through the wiring fo dedicated terminal in the
video door entryphone, it is possible to differentiate the sound
of a call from the outdoor button (for example, from landing or
a secondary entrance, etc.) to distinguish it from a call from the
outdoor station.
 Intercommunicating call. Only for Due Fili system, enables
the audio communication between video door entryphones,
speakerphones and video door entryphones and speakerphones.
 Additional bells. If there is the necessity to transmit the call
signalling to different points of the system (for example, in very
large dwellings), it is possible to install outdoor bell repeaters.


All the Due Fili and DigiBus functions are accomplished with
digital commands; these are data that can be sent by every
device containing the information, that enables tha activation of
particular functions (lock opening, etc.).
The actuators can be relays or voltage generators in the power
supplies that are controlled by master devices (plate) once
received the data containing the command to actuate.

Surface mounting video door entry control unit
The configuration of the functions can be set in different ways,
according to the system used:
Due Fili:
 directly, with the button on the video door entryphone or on
the plate;
 advanced, through the specific Elvox 950C programmer
or by using a PC with Elvox 692I serial interface and Elvox
“SAVEPROG” software.
Sound System:
 all functions are enabled with the wiring of video door
entryphone terminals and with a very simple configuration
operations to perform using the front keys on the device.
DigiBus:
 directly, with the alphanumeric keypad of the plate or single
buttons;
 by using the specific Elvox 950B programmer or PC with
Elvox 6952 serial interface and Elvox “PC Digibus ANALYZER”
software.
If the video door entry system is integrated with the automation
system, control unit operating will be automated mode and will
change to video door entry system mode on receipt of each
external call or when it is activated by the user via the automated
menus that are shown in the following figures:

Video door
entry

Main menu
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Video door entry menu

Due Fili
Due Fili system
The Elvox Due Fili system uses a ‘non-polarised two wires’ BUS
cable enables to make types of systems in which the identification
of the devices and controls is digital.
Depending on the configuration of the system, each of the
connected devices is characterized by a numerical code and is
able to receive and send data packets containing all the information
related to the management of the communication. All the control
operations typical of a video door entry system such as calling,
electrical unlocking, stair lighting, etc., are therefore coded.
Voice communication and video signals are still sent in analogue
form. As regards the type of cables used for connecting system
components for both the pillar and the external panel, twisted
bipolar BUS cable with a 1 mm² cross-section is recommended.
(732H/100 Elvox or similar types).
If Due Fili system operates with automation system (20550
monitor+modules 01960 and 01963 or surface mounting control
unit 01956), it is possible to determine functions in video door
entry system (for example electric lock opening, video cameras
turning on, etc.) by using the automation system controls (for
example from 2- or 3-module push buttons or from the Media
Center® application).

systems already installed in a building complex, then further
supplementary modules will be needed such as:
 concentrators (CC);
 additional power supplies (AL and AS);
 separators (SP).
Both Vimar and Elvox (VV, VE, CE) indoor panels can be
connected to the pillar provided that these belong exclusively to
the Elvox Due Fili system range.
Wiring diagram for single outdoor station.

2

VV
2

K

20550 + 01963

2

Flat 2

The most important advantage offered by the Elvox Due Fili
system, compared to other video door entry systems (classic
“8 wire + n” analogue or digital with multi-wire DigiBus), is that
the whole system is wired with just two twisted, non-polarised
conductors, on which the data, audio signal, video signal and
necessary power supply are carried to the connected devices.
The system is therefore ideal for use on both small and medium
residential systems and on large building complexes (up to a
maximum of 200 indoor panels) as it considerably simplifies the
wiring operations.
Another advantage of using the Elvox Due Fili system is its
extreme flexibility in the event of later expanding the system. In
fact new indoor panels can be added to the pillar without having
to wire new cables to the power supply.

CV

VV

2

2

2

2

DV

2

20557/14557

K

20550 + 01963

2

2

2
2

SP

AL

2

AL
2

Flat 1

TE

2

SE

The digital management of all the commands (ring tone duration,
type of tone, call duration, answer duration, entry with password or
programmed key, etc.) allows all the parameters for devices to be
customised to meet individual user needs. The LCD monitor with
video door entry system module 01963 or corresponding surface
mounting video door entry system 01955, available in three colours
and can be used only on Elvox Due Fili digital systems.

Wiring diagram for multi-outdoor station.
CV

VV

2

2

System architecture
20577/14577

There are different ways to create video door entry systems.
The most common layouts are those where there are one
or more internal answering panels. These layouts can differ
according to the functions and services required (connection
of a number of video door entry units in series, intercom
services, call repeaters, actuators for external services,
etc.) for which specific supplementary modules are needed
(supplementary power supplies, external relays, etc.).

20550 + 01963

2

K

2

2

CC

2

2

In the figures we can see a single main power supply (AL)
in the systems that use a single outdoor panel (TE). If it is
necessary to build a network of intercommunicating audio/
video door entry units isolated from the main system; if there
are several external sources of audio-video signals (outdoor
panels with video camera and voice unit) or if you want to
create separated communication sectors or if there are

TE

AL

TE

~

2

SE

2

SE
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Due Fili
Wiring diagram with intercommunicating call and baby-watch.
2

2

2

Speakerphone

2

Due Fili video door entry
control unit

2
2

6582
Elvox additional
supply unit

692C
Elvox
concentrator

69AM
Elvox audio/video
interface
COAX

2

6922
Elvox supply
unit

2

2

2
Call button

Elvox
outdoor plate
Inner light

Videocamera

Summary of installation.
A summary of the characteristics and functions of the Due Fili
video door entry system as well as some of the essentials for
correct installation.
Characteristics:
 Cable to use: two twisted non-polarised bus (type - Elvox
art. 732H/100 or similar) ).
 System layout: linear (input-output) or star-shaped.
 Number of devices: up to 200 internal panels and 15 entrance
panels.
 Maximum distance between two devices (audio door entry
units, video door entry units or entrance panels): 150 metres.
 Audio intercom between all the audio and video door entry
units or between groups of audio and video door entry units:
up to 6 differing calls.
 Single call that can make up to 8 monitors ring at the same
time.
 Different call tones for entry panel, door panel and intercom.
 Call repetition by means of additional ring tones or relays.
 Audio
and video door entry units with confidential
conversation.
 Signal sent to video door entry unit if door left unlocked.
 Additional power supply is not needed for units where there
are up to two video door entry units that are switched on at the
same time.
 Units with cameras already have a power supply for the
cameras and the audio/video 69AM interface.
 Provide a relay that can unlock the door on the landing.
Programming:
 Single entrance panel known as MASTER.
 More entrance panels (up to 15); one is the MASTER and the
others are SLAVE.
 Single internal panels (up to 200): entrance panel programming
and ID assignation (address).
 Internal panels in series; entrance panel programming with
main and secondary ID assignation.
 Intercommunication between two video door entry units or
between an audio and a video door entry unit: programming
from actual devices.
 Landing call button:
programming from entrance panel or
using the Elvox 950C programmer or “SAVEPROG”.
 Audio/video 69AM interface: programming exclusively from the
Elvox 950C programmer or using the ‘SAVEPROG’ programme
and likewise assigning the SLAVE panels a numeric code (from 2
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Electric lock

to 15) or not assigning the ID code but associating its function to
the ID of the external panel.
 Functions F1 and F2 on the video door entry unit: programming
the entrance panel. Enabling the relay control connected to the
Bus.
The Elvox 950C controller or the ‘SAVEPROG’ programme are
needed when:
 there are more than four internal panels in series;
 the audio/video 69AM interface is present;
 there are up to 4 call groups.
Elvox devices and their use.
The installation applications and use of Elvox devices are as
follows:
Concentrators:
 for installations with more than one entrance panel wired in
series;
 for units with more than one pillars;
 whether there is a landing call button on the unit and an audio/
video 69AM interface depends upon the installation.
Separator with power supply:
 for a unit on a building;
 for inter-communicating ‘zone’ units;
 for ‘zone’ units with cameras;
 up to a maximum of 16 separators can be used.
Audio/video 69AM interface:
 for baby-watching with internal cameras: allows 4 cameras to
be connected while a maximum of 16 can be achieved using
the appropriate expansion modules (up to 3).
 for each landing call (audio/video).
Additional power supplies:
 for installations with more entrance panels and varying in line
with the number of buttons;
 for installations with more concentrators wired in series;
 for installations with more than 2 video door entry systems
wired in series;
 for installations with a control unit at reception.
Video distributors:
 for star-layout installations;
 can be ‘active’ (for colour systems) or ‘passive’ (for black and
white systems).

Sound System
Relay (art. 69RH):
programmable device with 2 NO relays for two function
modes;
 can be used as twin timer relays to operate two independent
auxiliary services (e.g. stair lighting) or as relays to repeat calls from
the entrance panel or intercom.


Wiring diagram for single outdoor station
COAX

6+(n-4)
COAX
7

7

Power supply for additional lighting for name tags on
entrance panel (art. 6582):
 for installation where there are more than 5 landing call
buttons.

20550 + 01961

20550 + 01961

6+(n-2)
COAX
COAX

Remote control buttons (art. 6120):
 for installations where commands are made from differing
locations;
 up to 8 buttons with a different ID can be used each or there can
be an unlimited number of buttons with no programmed ID.

7

20550 + 01961

7

COAX

6+n

Sound System
The Sound System enables creating types of systems where
communication between the devices and their functions is
analogue. Thanks to its special construction technolog, this
system offers several advantages compared to conventional
analogue video door entry systems:
 in Sound System installation, the call is generated inside
the power supply (device optimization) whereas in classic
analogue systems the audible call warning is modulated and
it needs the aid of a buzzer;
 in Sound System installation, thanks to different note
generators, it is possible to differentiate calls (outside the
door) whereas in classic analogue system, the bell is always
the same for every type of call;
 in Sound System installation, the quality of the sound signal is
cleaner since, on the contrary to the classic type of analogue
systems, there is no alternating voltage on the pillar (which
causes interference).
The flush mounting LCD monitor with Sound System 01961
video door entry module or the corresponding 01953 for
surface mounting, can be used on the classic analogue type
of Elvox or Sound System with “8 wires” and will therefore
permit reception, communication and, were applicable, display
of calls from the outdoor station (Elvox Sound System with
videocamera) and management of functions such as switching
on stair lights, signalling door open, etc.

9+n+COAX

2

2

Wiring diagram for multi-outdoor station
6+(n-2)
COAX

20550 + 01961

COAX
7+(n-1)
COAX

7

COAX

System architecture
There are different installation topologies for making Sound
System video door entry systems; the typical architecture is
where one or more outdoor call stations and one or more indoor
response stations. The diagram with a single outdoor station
uses a single power supply per pillar, while the installation with
more outdoor stations, uses in addition to the power supply per
pillar also audio-video signal switchover modules. The diagrams
then differ according to the functions and services required
(connection of a number of videoo door entry units in parallel,
etc.) for which specific supplementary modules must be added
(for example video distributors, supplementary power supplies,
etc.). The architecture of the Sound System, in order to create
the audio function, features the classic type of connection of “4
wires +1” towards pillar; to implement the video function it is then
necessary further “3 wires” to cable towards the pillar.
The total number of wires to cable will then depend on the
number of indoor stations to call from the outdoor stations, so it
is necessary a direct call wire for each one of the indoor stations.

7

6+n

2

2

2

7+n

9+n+COAX

7+n

2

2

2
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Video door entry
DigiBus
The types of the cable for the connection of the components
of the system, both towards the pillar and towards the outdoor
station, is as shown in the following table:

Wiring diagram of video door entry system with call button
for the landing and speakerphone
6560
Elvox
speakerphone

Minimum cross-section of ducts
Terminals

Up to 50 m

Up to 100 m

-, +, lock,
+T, C1, C2

				
1 mm2
1,5 mm2
2,5 mm2

Others

0,75 mm2

Video

Coaxial cable, 75 ohm (RG59) or Rg11,
with double insulation

1 mm2

6680
Elvox
supply unit

8

Up to 200 m
10

16

2

1,5 mm2
8+n

Indoor light

Sound System video
door entry control
unit

4

Videocamera

The DigiBus system enables creating types of systems where
device and control identification is digital. Depending on the system
configuration, each of the connected device has numerical code
with 4 or 8 digits and is able to receive and send the data that
contain all the information relating to communication management.
All the typical control operations of a video door entry system
such as, for instance, call, electric lock opening, etc., are therefore
coded; whereas, the sound for voice communication and the video
signal remain analogue. The main advantage offered by DigiBus
system compared to a classic analogue video door entry system is
the ‘saving’ (on the pillar side) of the single call wire for each indoor
station; thanks to this feature, the system is useful in installations
where there are many indoor stations (for example, large building
complexes) because wiring is simplify and the number of cables is
the same to those of indoor stations to install. The flush mounting
LCD monitor with DigiBus 01962 video door entry module or the
corresponding 01954 for surface mounting, can only be used on
Elvox digital systems type DigiBus with “8 wires”, that will permit
reception, communication and, where applicable, viewing the calls
from the outdoor station (Elvox DigiBus digital plate or Vimar DigiBus
call button with videocamera) and the management of functions
such as switching on the stair lights, signalling door open, etc.

7

5

DigiBus

Speakerphone

Call button

Wiring diagram for single outdoor station
7

7

COAX

6
20550 + 01962

7

7
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VIMAR
MONITOR

6
20550 + 01962

System architecture
For the DigiBus system too, there are different installation
topologies.
The typical architecture, is where there are one or more outdoor
call stations and one or more indoor response stations. The
diagram with a single outdoor station uses a single power supply
per pillar while the installation with more outdoor stations, uses in
addition to the power supply per pillar also audio-video signal relay
modules. The diagrams then differ according to the functions and
services required (connection of a number of video door entry
units in parallel, etc.) for which specific supplementary modules
must be added (for example video distributors, supplementary
power supplies, etc.).
The architecture of DigiBus system requires the ‘4 wires’
connection for the audio function and ‘4 wires’ for the video
one; the call wire on the pillar side for each single indoor station
is no longer necessary because, different for Sound System,
that needs the return wire for the calls, the DigiBus system uses
digital type of data transmission.
This system permits digital coding of the devices and commands

VIMAR
MONITOR

MONITOR PILLAR
6

10

COAX

2

DigiBus
that are sent or that come from the outdoor plate; the latter can
be considered as the ‘master’ device (main appliance managing
communication between the digital devices in the system) and
the other single digital device can be considered as ‘slave’,
(secondary appliance that is piloted/controlled by the master).
The outdoor plate is therefore:
 the “brain” of the entire system;
 essential for the operation of the entire system and, as a result,
it must always be installed.

Wiring diagram of main control unit and indoor stations

Speakerphone

The video door entry units are identified in the system with a
numerical code with 4 or 8 digits that must be set on the plate.
All the programming parameters such as, for instance, the call
time, type of bell, electric lock opening, code numbers of the
indoor stations, etc. are set and stored in the main outdoor
plate.
The type of cables to use for the connection between the system
components, both towards the pillar and the outdoor station, is
as shown in table beside.

6

6

8

8

10

10

Speakerphone

DigiBus
video door entry
control unit

170/052
Elvox relay

6

DigiBus
video door entry
control unit

170 F
Elvox relay

6

6

170/052
Elvox relay

4

Wiring diagram for multi-outdoor station

6

170 F
Elvox relay

4

4

4
Videocamera

Videocamera

Indoor
light

Indoor
light

MONITOR PILLAR

6

2

2

4

11

11

Call button

10

8
2

2

4

2

6554
Elvox
distribuitor

Call button

11

2
6582
Elvox
supply unit

9

6948
Elvox
supply unit

Additional plate
COAX
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CCTV
General features
01964 module hooking
20550
01964

A1

MA

A2

V1

M

V2

M
PC
C
TVC E
UL

LO
DU D
MO V MO
T
CC

System composition
The following components are used to make a CCTV
installation:

seat for 01960

Flush mounting monitor 20550 or 14550 with 01964
module or surface mounting monitor 01957 or surface
mounting control unit 01958 that can show the images
transmitted and can interface the audio input from the area
under observation.
 Flush mounting videocameras, are available with 1 or 2
modules and allow the results of surveillance to be displayed
on flush or surface mounting monitors. The cameras are
the same ones as used on the Due Fili, Sound System
and DigiBus video door entry systems. The camera with 2
modules is also fitted with a built-in microphone for listening
to the area under observation.
 Outdoor videocameras, for monitoring surrounding areas
(such as the garden, pathways etc).
 24 and 12 V d.c. power supplies respectively for the LCD
monitor and camera.
 Multiplexer allows multiple video input and, using a single
output connected directly to the monitor can provide images
from the cameras shown in cycles or as selected.


CCTV
The system and functions available provide for the implementation
of applications for audio and video monitoring of differing home
settings e.g. ‘baby-watching’, video surveillance of rooms,
gardens and private car parking etc. However, system is also
ideally suited for commercial surveillance purposes such as
monitoring shop windows, internal displays etc.
Using only the monitor provides audio/video control of two
independent rooms without the aid of additional accessories
(multiplexer, video matrices, etc.) Viewing and listening to
these rooms can be done directly or cyclically and with user
programmable times. If it is necessary to control three or more
rooms or record the audio/video signals, it is sufficient to insert
an audio/video multiplexer with the output connected at the
input to one of the two channels of the module 01964 or surface
mounting monitor and a video recording appliance (VCR) to be
connected to the multiplexer.

20550.N flush mounting monitor with 01964

System architecture
The CCTV monitor can be used with any type of camera
compatible with the CVBS video signal; camera audio inputs
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01957 surface mounting monitor

-

64

019

+

The By-me system allows the creation of simple and flexible video
surveillance and environmental listening installations that can meet
the requirements of the residential and, on some occasions, the
domestic sector. Thanks to the wide range of installations available, video surveillance systems can be integrated with automation and burglar alarm systems to provide one complete system
that can be run from just one control room.
To set up CCTV systems that are either independent or integrated
with the automation system, monitor 20550-14550 can be used
along with the appropriate modules. Surface mounting control
units can also be fitted in the event of refurbishment or system
expansion.
The CCTV system can have two cameras connected directly to
the control unit with no need for auxiliary devices and, if there are
more than two areas to be monitored, a multiplexer, possibly connected to more cameras and a VCR or DVD-R can be used to
record events.

General features
can be used for the levels of amplification of the microphones
fitted on the devices, such as the flush mounting video camera
with two modules 20565 and 14565 and therefore using other
types of audio sources does not guarantee the correct level of
amplification for the voice channel. Power supply with 18-24 V
a.c. output (minimum 6 V a.c.) whereas the power supply for
the cameras should be separate and depends upon camera
characteristics.

As regards the type of cables used for connecting system
components, 75 Ω coaxial cable is recommended for composite
video signals at the input of the 01964 module or surface
mounting monitor and 0.5 mm² cable is recommended for
audio and power supply.

12 V c.c.
supply unit

CCTV wiring diagram with two audio/video inputs
20565

2 + COAX

2

2 + COAX

2

20550 + 01964

2
20565

24 V c.c.
supply unit

12 V c.c.
supply unit

CCTV wiring diagram with four video inputs on multiplexer and DVD-R.
20565
COAX
20550 + 01964

COAX

2

COAX

2

2
20565
20565
24 V c.c.
supply unit

2

Multiplexer
COAX

2

COAX

2

20565

DVD-R (for events registration)

If the CCTV system is integrated with the automation system,
control unit operating will be automated mode and will

change to CCTV mode when it is activated by the user via the
automated menus that are shown in the following figure:

CCTV

Main menu

CCTV menu
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Software
EasyTool
The EasyTool programme is an installer dedicated Vimar application
that enables several important functions of the By-me system to be
managed using a computer connected to the control unit through

the USB interface 01998.S. This is connected to the control unit with
a flush or surface mounting LCD monitor and to GSM communicators 01941 and 01942 and to GSM timer-thermostat 01913.

PC connection to By-me control unit

01913

20550 + 01960

01950
01951
01952
2

4

9

1

0

20511
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V 0 0A
0 V 942A
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2 449
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01942

EasyTool allows fundamental installation parameters to be
created or changed such as the names of function groups or
of scenes and automation settings as well as those relating to
weekly settings for the temperature control in certain areas.
Thanks to an editing menu, the application also allows customer
data relating to each system to be managed.
A very simple, easy to use interface allows you to choose which
devices to manage and then set; the EasyTool application main
window is as alongside.
Once the By-me control unit and/or touch screens for
system control and/or communicators has been chosen,
the EasyTool tool bar displays the icons to access the
functions and parameters for each device.

System configuration window

Configured system devices window
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20512

EasyTool
By-me control unit
Using the flush or surface mounting By-me control unit
through the parameter set-up window (alongside), the
following operations can be set:
 files can be imported from the unit database to the By-me
control unit connected to the computer to perform a backup or data restore;
 the unit database can be exported to create a set-up file
for system management using the Vimar application for
Microsoft Media Center®;
 one or more control unit files from the system can be exported and previously exported files can be imported;
 group and scene labels displayed on the control unit can be
changed;
 temperature
settings can be changed on thermostats in
temperature controlled areas that are managed by the
installation;
 automation programme, time and door entry/exit settings
can also be changed;
 control unit firmware can be updated.

By-me control unit parameters set-up window

Touch-screen
After having inserted the control panel in the main window
and viewed and/or defined the parameters, the EasyTool
software allows you to:
 import the data of the devices to be inserted in the touchscreen from the By-me control unit;
 configure the touch-screen devices, inserting different
rooms and, for each room, associate the respective
devices;
 display the touch-screen layout and modify it, inserting and
deleting devices or changing the position of the existing
ones;
 associate the touch-screen icons with the functions to be
controlled (groups, scenes, etc.);
 send the configuration to the touch-screen devices through
the PC;
 update the touch-screen firmware.

20511 touch screen set-up window

20512 touch screen set-up window

GSM communicators
The EasyTool programme also allows GSM communicators
01941 and 01942 to be set:
 by using the serial connector between the computer
and the 01941 communicator, it is possible to: make
settings for the areas to be temperature controlled (timers
and thermostats), programme differing remotely managed
scenes, set parameters and customise text messages,
audio alarm messages and remote diagnosis;
 using USB ports to connect the 01998.S programming
interface to the computer and the 01941 communicator,
it is possible to: make settings for the areas to be
temperature controlled by the By-me system, programme
differing remotely managed scenes, set parameters and
customise text messages and remote diagnosis.

GSM communicator set-up window
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Software
Vimar for Microsoft Media Center

®

Application for running the By-me system with
Microsoft Media Center®.
The Vimar application for Microsoft Media Center®, enables the
By-me system to be managed and monitored using a graphic
interface that operates under the Microsoft Vista® Media
Center® system. This system can manage all the entertainment
appliances in the home (e.g. Hi-Fi systems, DVD reader, web
cams, etc.).
Media Center® menu

Media Center® is a single multi-media ‘container’ that offers
control over the entire system via the TV or home computer that
has had the software installed.
The options include:
 control of lights (on/off/adjustment), shutters, thermostats
(traditional and for fan- coil) and scenes;
 control and monitoring of burglar alarm devices (specially
through ‘Partialisation’ menu it is possible to display the state
of partialisations);
 management of video door entry calls (specially in Due Fili
video door entry system, the application will enable the
electric lock opening and a lgiht group turning on);
 display, record and review the images from the two kinds of
cameras:
- Due Fili and CCTV cameras, managed by means of By-me
control unit;
- cameras directly connected to the computer (web cam);
 automatic monitoring and control of power consumption of
appliances (over-load prevention).

Lights and rolling shutters control menu

All these operations are carried out using the TV remote or the
computer mousse or keyboard. This system is both flexible and
exact not to mention comfortable and easy to use.
So that the By-me system can be run by the Media Center®
application, a file with the installation database has to be
created; this file is created using the EasyTool programme and
the 01998.S interface that is connected to the back of the
control unit.
Made this, we have to install onto Media Center® PC the Vimar
application and proceed configuring by downloading database
file of the previous created system.
Using MCConfig, the programme in Microsoft Vista Media
Center® interprets the data pertaining to configuring the
installation defined in the By-me control unit.
The application, using simple ‘Drag and Drop’ operations,
allows functional groups to combine with particular areas to
which the Microsoft Media Center® refers.
These operations are carried out in just one very easy and
intuitive window where areas and groups are shown as icons.
These icons can easily be renamed as you please depending
upon their classification (see figure page 429).

Scenes control menu

Burglar alarm system menu
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Vimar for Microsoft Media Center

®

Setting

Setting
parts

Functional
group
MCConfig window to manage By-me system with Microsoft Media Center®

To implement management of the By-me system using
Microsoft Media Center®, you will need 01997.2, that
contains the application CD and the interface to physically

connect the computer to the By-me Bus; you will also need
a special RJ11 jack for the Bus (art. 20329, 16339, 14329).
The following diagram shows the connections to be made:

Connection to PC Microsoft Media Center® with By-me system
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If you would also like to manage the video door entry system
with Microsoft Media Center®, the devices and connections
needed differ depending upon system type:
 in Due Fili system you will need interface
01996, and
RJ11 socket (art. 20320, 16335, 14320) and an RCA-RCA
cable;



in Sound System and DigiBus systems you will need a
type F socket (art. 20318, 16331, 14318) and an RCA-F
cable.
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Access control
General features
Scope
The range of products is used, in residential, commercial and
hotel sectors, to create secure, reliable and flexible access control and circuit management systems.
Available for Eikon, Idea and Plana series, the system offers
several technical solutions and various levels of complexity so
as ti ensure the right solution for any type of need.

Wiring diagram - management via software
29 V d.c.

120-230 V~
50-60 Hz

BUS access control with management via software
The components of the access control system over BUS line
with smart card are fitted for programming via software. By using specific Vimar software it is possible to configure the smart
cards in various operating modes: card always on, card with
time elapse, card on at set times and card on with step down.
After setting the operating parameters, the smart card are programmed by a programmer, sized 3 modules installed on a table
mounting box, to connect to a PC via USB. In this operating
mode the readers are not programmed with the dip switches of
each appliance but by using the wireless mode via infrared port
of a portable PC (e.g. the service PC) positioned so as to communicate with the infrared port on the front of the reader.
In this case the configuration data must be processed on the
service PC and then transferred onto the device by cable via
a specific Vimar serial interface (RS232 connector, cable and
smart card connected together) that allows data transfer from
the portable PC to the reader.
This system allows advanced applications, for example:
 cards with time elapse are suited to hotel, campsite and
residence management; the guest can only use them for the
agreed length of stay, after which they become unusable;
 cards on at set times can regulate access to fitness centres,
gyms, swimming pools, etc.;
 cards with step down can be used, for the pre-set number
of times, in car parks, gyms, beauty farms. They can be recharged and are therefore a dynamic tool suited to be used
continually over time.
The software can be installed on following operating systems:
PC: Windows 98®, Windows 2000®, Windows XP®, Linux®
(kernel versions 2.2.12, at least).

120-230 V~
50-60 Hz

29 V d.c.

BUS cable (01840)

Possible second supply unit

BUS connection

Note:
+, - : BUS line
0 : Common
1 : NO-contact
2 : NC-contact

21

0

+-

BUS access control with smart card

Smart card use
Chip

Blank
writable per
area
Area scrivibile
used
for card
personalizzazione
customization
smart card

Writable area on which
to write the name of card
holder and addresses used
Nome
Name

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

MASTER

This box should be checked
only on MASTER cards

Rear of the card
customizable on request
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The same functions as the standard system (except for the
badge switch), which ensures the same security and the same
system modes; the actuator for the electric lock is an independent appliance connected via BUS to the reader/programmer
and is installed in the control room. In this way any tampering
with the reader does not affect the operation of the electric lock
and this provides greater security. The reader/programmer, a
device of 3-module sized, is configured using dip switches and,
if integrated in a Vimar BUS burglar alarm system, can also perform the function of turning the system on and off. The actuator takes up 2 modules and, via a trimmer on the back of the
device, offers the possibility of setting the duration of the relay
switching, according to the type of electric lock used.

General features
BUS access control with transponder
It has the same installation architecture as the BUS system with
smart card. The difference consists in using a transponder card
of key reader of the size of 2 modules.
The transponder cards and keys offer total security and reliability,
each one contains a different code chosen from 1,000 bilion
possible combinations and they operate without a battery, so
they have an unlimited operating life and are maintenance-free.
The code is transmitted by setting the transponder key and
card into contact with the connector that, if recognized, the
connector sends to the actuator module a message to switch
over the relay.

Wiring diagram with smart card reader
29 V d.c.

120-230 V~
50-60 Hz

120-230 V~
50-60 Hz

29 V d.c.

BUS cable (01840)

Possible second supply unit

Wiring diagram with transponder reader

Transponder card use

29 V d.c.

120-230 V~
50-60 Hz

120-230 V~
50-60 Hz

29 V d.c.

BUS cable (01840)
Possible second supply unit

Access control with smart card reader/programmer
with built-in relay
This is the standard solution, the simplest one. It is composed
of a smart card reader/programmer of the size of 3 modules,
performs the function of actuator via the built-in relay. The cards
are programmed and the device configured using dip switches
fitted on the back of the appliance. The output relay is activated
upon recognition of the previously saved smart card. If using the
reader/programmer in a hotel situation, a suitable combination
of the dip switches permits simplifying some functions so as to
make it easier to use the device in this context. Another type
of configuration of the device called ‘intelligent switch’ enables
making a secure circuit control system. The output relay stays
switched as long as the previously programmed smart card
stays inserted in the reader/programmer.

Reader/programmer wiring diagrams
C

+12 V d.c.

+24 V d.c.
12/24 V~

C

24 V~ / 24 V d.c.
8 A cos ø 1

Activating circuits
Circuits can be activated cost-effectively also by means of the
electronic badge switch. Inserting an ISO card into the reader
(it may also be, but not only, the one used to access the room)
causes the output relay to switch over, suited for controlling
loads up to 16 A 250 V~.
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